
AN ANALYSIS OF THE FILM FIRST BLOOD BY TED KOTCHEF

Results 1 - 16 of Director ted kotcheff describes coming up with a completely new ending to first blood while on the set,
and how it paid off when test.

The vehicle slammed down flat on its chassis, causing the injury to Dobbins, and it rolled several hundred feet
further up the road before coming to a stop. However much of the movie was filmed in the real town of Hope,
British Columbia. Kirk Douglas says it. Now, ordinarily stars will take months before they get back to you
with a reply. The first is that originally Rambo got a hold of a gun and started knocking off National
Guardsmen, these weekend warriors who worked at drug stores. Kotcheff: You know, I think action movies
are the easiest to direct. Thank you. Stallone wanted to buy the movie and destroy it thinking that it was a
career killer. It became the most optioned project in Hollywood between and , until the rights were bought by
independent producers Mario Kassar and Andrew Vajna. It would have taken a lot more finesse and
plausibility to make ''First Blood'' a dramatic story for everyone; instead, this winds up a simple, brutal
adventure of distinct but not universal appeal. Sylvester Stallone accidentally broke the nose of Alf
Humphreys Lester during the jail escape scene by elbowing him in the face, which is why he is seen wearing a
band-aid throughout the rest of the film. Are you a character director or a shooter? Basing the screen story on
the much more distressing novel by David Morrell, director Ted Kotcheff brought the long-in-development
project to Stallone, who made essential innovations on the existing script by Michael Kozoll and William
Sackheim. The emphasis is clearly on toughness and versatility, as a battered, bloody Mr. It is also one of
those rare movies to list in its closing credits the craftsman responsible for an exotic knife, not to mention a
dog handler and a rat wrangler. All of his films are characterized by a vibrant pictorial sense â€” no one is
better at framing that is simultaneously dramatically expressive and beautiful for its own sake â€” and an
impeccable sense of balance between comedy, drama, and action. Short notice. Incidentally, Kirk Douglas was
originally supposed play Trautman. Al Pacino was considered for the role but turned it down when his request
that Rambo be more of a madman was rejected. Then Rambo commits hari-kari. Also for the scene where
Rambo first runs into the abandoned mine shaft to elude the guardsmen firing at him, Stallone placed his hand
on top of a piece of wood, not realizing that his hand was right on top of a gunfire squib that went off a second
later, injuring his hand in the process. Filmmaker: Ummâ€¦ Kotcheff: There you go, now you know how easy
it is. But it had a salubrious effect on the script, because the lines that remained became more powerful. The
sheriff Brian Dennehy nabs him. I only have one proviso. After heavy re-editing, the film was cut down to 93
minutes, the version that was ultimately released in theatres. Now you should kill me. In the book, Rambo
kills everyone who gets in his way; he is a cold blooded killer, marking the novel with a stark anti-Vietnam
war commentary that declares returning soldiers are stricken with an instinctive violence. Information on the
series, which Kotcheff will attend, can be found here. What else did Stallone contribute? Get off my set.
Stallone has almost no dialogue in ''First Blood''; a final sobbing speech, in which he explains why he has
lashed out against the small town, has him sounding even more incoherent than the screenplay warrants.
Stallone can muster. In this film he kills seventy-four people. Kirk Douglas should have this line. Behind him
you can clearly see a case that displays three medals. He's almost a Boy Scout, and a phenomenal Boy Scout at
that. At first, Stallone seems meek and quiet; he floats along slowly, aimless and defeated. He later includes
just such a scene in his film Rocky Balboa  Comedies are the hardest, dramas come second, and action movies
are relatively easy, because you have this built in structure of the pursued and the pursuer that you can use to
build suspense. We understood. Now Rambo is the only surviving member of his elite unit. Kotcheff: I started
in live television like Frankenheimer and Sidney Lumet, and there you had four cameras and had to write out
every shot. I worked very intensely with a writer named Michael Kozoll for three months and we delivered
what I thought was a pretty good script.


